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L.B. Ryons Give Rice Their
Entire Estate For New Building
By GRIFFIN SMITH
Faculty and admistrators of
Rice have expressed astonishment
and gratitude over the unprecedented gift of Professor and
Mrs. L. B. Ryon, which will be
used for construction of new civil
engineering laboratories.
Dr. K. S. Pitzer, President of
Rice, announced Saturday that
the new building and its equipment are made possible by a gift
of nearly $760,000—their entire
estate—from the Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering and
his wife.
THE BUILDING, to be located
in the engineering quadrangle,
will be named Ryon Civil Engineering Laboratories in their
PROFESSOR AND MRS. L. B. RYON—have given their entire honor.
In making the announceestate of some $760,000 to Rice, to be used for erecting a civil
ment, Dr. Pitzer said, "This truly
engineering laboratory in the engineering quadrangle.
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magnificent gesture by a man
who has devoted his life to teaching on the Rice campus is without parallel in the nation. Rice
University and the entire community are deeply indebted to
Professor and Mrs. Ryon for this
wonderful gift which makes possible the initial step for providing badly needed additional
facilities in engineering."
Mr. Ryon has been at Rice for
45 years. He came to the University in 1917 as Instructor in Civil
Engineering and was professor of
Civil Engineering for 29 years
before becoming Professor Emeritus in 1958.
UNDERGRADUATE marriages
were a rare occurence 45 years
ago, but Mr. and Mrs. Ryon were
married in 1915 while he was a
junior at Lehigh University.
An honorary member of the
Houston Engineering and Scientific Society, Mr. Ryon is also a
non-resident Associate of Hanszen College. He served as mayor
of West University Place from
1923 to 1925.
The announcement was made at
a small Cohen House luncheon
for faculty and alumni, given

CLASSES, DESEGREGATION

Referendum Vote Monday
By GRIFFIN SMITH
Rice students go to the polls
Monday to vote on two referendums which could significantly
affect the future of the school.
They will be a^ked to decide
whether to keep the present class
organizations or to abolish them
and assign their present functions
to the colleges and the Senate.
(For full explanation of changes
see sample ballot, below.) The
amendment, to pass, requires a
% favorable vote.
THE PRINCIPLE involved in
racial restrictions is the subject
of the second resolution. Students
will vote for or against the resolution, "In a university, no restrictions based solely on race
should be exercised in admissions
policy or use of facilities."
The class-government referendum is the latest in a series of
changing relationships between
the colleges and the classes since
the College System was introduced in February, 1957.
A DEBATE RAGED the following year when Ann Farmer
and Mike Reynolds, Campanile
Editors, proposed that individual
pictures ' in the Campanile be
•arranged by colleges instead of
the traditional class method. A
See sample ballot on page ten.

II

portion of the Student Council,
charging t h e editors w i t h
"abolishing the classes," offered
a referendum to the student body
which would have forced retention of the old class picture
arrangement. After heated discussion for several weeks, the
referendum was defeated, 366356.
Since that time, it has been
standard practice for the Campanile to arrange pictures by
colleges.
THE CLASSES have also con-v
sistently lost power in student
government as the College Sys-

tem developed. Before 1957, the
Student Council was composed entirely of officers elected by an
all-school vote, and representatives of the classes.
From 1957 to 1959, the Council consisted of officers, class representatives, and two delegates
from each college.
In March, 1959, a new constitution resulted in the union of
the informal Intercollege Council and the class-dominated Student Council, forming what is
now known as the Student Senate.
The new Senate consisted of the
customary officers, three representatives from each college,
and (except for the Freshman
class president), no class-representative. Under this system the
classes have been dissociated frojp
student government since 1959.
THE DESEGREGATION resolution was passed by the Student Senate November 29, in a

15-2 roll call vote. The Senate
proposed the all-school referendum so that the students and
faculty could also register their
sentiments.
Stimulus for the resolution,
according to Reed Martin, President of the Rice Student Association, was an action by the
University of Texas Board of
Regents. The Regents refused to
integrate facilities at Texas until a majority of the Southwest
Conference Schools were ready
for desegregation.
"THE TEXAS students," said
Martin, "are looking to the student bodies of other S.W.C.
schools for an expression of support." A favorable vote here on
the referendum would apparently
constitute that expression of support.
The resolution of course will
not necessarily result in desegregation of Rice. But although it is

phrased as an "academic question," Martin said, "anyone can
see the practical implications involved."
MARTIN EXPLAINED: "We
don't want to recruit Negro students, but we don't want to bar
Negro students—we just don't
want to make any judgments
based solely on race."
If Rice students vote in favor
of the refrendum, it will not be
for the first time. In a March,
1957 poll sponsored by the
Thresher and the Forum Committee, 522 Rice students and
faculty voted on the question of
integration of Rice Institute —
"immediately, eventually," or not
at all."
Voters favoring integration of
Rice totaled 61.4 per cent. 32.7
per cent favored immediate integration, 28.7 per cent favored
eventual integration, and 37.^Jter
cent opposed it at any time.

NASA Project To Raise Standards,
Expand Labs And Fondren Library
Dr. Kenneth S. Pitzer, Rice
president, told the H o u s t o n
Chamber of Commerce on December 7 that the Apollo space
project will make it necessary for
Rice to develop even higher standards of excellence in the years
ahead.
Speaking at the Chamber of
Commerce's annual dinner meeting at the Shamrock Hilton, Dr.
Pitzer noted that the NASA
space center at Clear Lake will
lend support to Rice and other
area universities for help in
basic research and that Rice consequently must improve.
"SECOND BEST IS of no use
for an effort such as Apollo,"
he said, "where the failure of
even a mirtor valve or control
circuit can mean the failure of an
entire mission and can endanger
the life of the astronaut."

Dr. Pitzer said that Rice plans
to add more scholars of distinction to its faculty, to enlarge laboratory and other facilities, and to expand Fondren
Library.
"I emphasize the library," he
said, "because this is symbolic of
our decision to give particular
attention to the humanities."
HE STATED THAT Rice will
take care not to slight such fields
as history, e c o n o m i c s , and
languages at the expense of science and engineering.
Dr. Pitzer also said that the
University plans to double its
graduate enrollment in the years
to come. He predicted, however,
that Rice's budget may be strained by increasingly costly scientific research.
Comparing Rice with t h e
California Institute of T e c h *

nology, which has an undergraduate enrollment approximately
equal to that of Rice, the new
(Continued on Page 8)

Saturday by Dr. J. R. Sims,
Chairman of the Civil Engineering Department.
DR. CAREY CRONEIS, Chancellor, remarked, "This is a
marvelous case of 'man biting
dog.' I know of few examples of
an administration supported by
the faculty." He told Prof. Ryon,
"You have supported us much
more handsomely then we have
supported you. And you have set
a high mark for alumni."
Professor Ryon had long hoped
for an improvement in the Civil
Engineering facilities, presently
housed in the cramped Engineering Annex.
THE NEW BUILDING should
admirably fulfill that hope. Tentative plans are for a building
of some 60,000 square feet,
housing not only the complete
Civil Engineering labs, but also
Mechanical Engineering labs and
seminar-conference rooms for
general use by the engineering
faculty.
Areas of collaboration between
the two departments, Dean LeVan Griff is explained at the
(Continued on Page 4)

Damage Is Slight
After Gym Fire
Tuesday Morning
By GARY HANOVICH
Fire damaged the interior of
the R.O.T.C. rifle range located in
the basement of the Rice gymnasium early Tuesday morning.
The fire was discovered about
6:00 a.m. Tuesday by employees
going to work at the gym and
they quickly turned in the alarm.
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT at
first had trouble locating the
source of trouble because the
whole building was filled with
smoke. Eventually, they tracked
the smoke to the basement rifle
range near the rear of the building.
Most of the billowing smoke
was smoldering acoustical tile
and stacked firing mats- which
the firemen removed. The Army
and Navy R.O.T.C. officials removed the equipment of the
range, which they operate jointly.
Little damage occurred to the
concrete building itself, and even
that was very superficial. Wooden
tables and chairs were destroyed,
and some wiring may have been
affected.
THE CAUSE OF the small
blaze will not be definitely known
until after a thorough investigation, but according to Captain P.
D. Sellers of the Naval R.O.T.C.,
a burning cigarette was apparently left on one of the firing mats
when they were stacked Monday night.

Forum Committee Hosts
Newell Tuesday At 1:30
Dr. Homer E. Newell, Director
of the Office of Space Sciences,
NASA, will present a lecture,
"Broader Aspects of NASA's
Program—Its Relation to the
Universities and the National
Culture," at 1:30 p.m., Tuesday,
December 19 in the Fondren
Library Lecture Lounge.
The program will be sponsored
by the Forum Committee.
A native of Holyoke, Mass.,

schooled at Harvard and Wisconsin, Dr. Newell began his career
as a mathematician. World War
II turned him into a physicist.
He went to work for the Naval
Research Laboratory in time to
become a key figure in the launching of the pioneering American
scientific satellite, Vanguard I.
His latest book, "Express to the
Stars," was published by McGraw Hill late in November.
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The issue in Monday's referendum on class governments is simple and direct: will the classes
be allowed to stand as barriers to the! continued
—and necessary—growth of the college system?
It is not enough to say that the classes are
moribund institutions which have outlived their
usefulness; or that they are a manpower drain
on the colleges; or t h a t their projects evoke
little enthusiasm among their own members. All
these things are certainly true; but, % granted
them, one could still argue that the classes
should be renovated instead of abolished.
The problem lies much deeper. So long a s the
classes have a monopolistic hold on all-school activities, the colleges cannot move into this field
themselves. And yet they must move into this
field if they are to develop into anything more
than isolated coteries.
When the classes are responsible for all-school
parties, when the classes handle projects like
Parent Orientation Day, the very opportunities
which can bring the colleges together are being
withheld from them.
Everyone seems agreed that the job is to increase the contacts between members of different colleges. No one argues that the colleges,
with their vastly superior organization and enthusiasm, are not equipped for the task. The
only argument is that they haven't done it. And
the reason they haven't done it—done it better
than the classes ever hoped to do—is simply
that they haven't had the chance.
Give the colleges freedom to operate in allschool activities and the results will be incomparably better than anything the classes have
been able to produce.
A vote Monday to abolish the class governments is a vote to expand the colleges into effective, campus-wide unifying forces. It is a vote
to prevent the polarization of residents into
college activities and non-residents into class
activities. It is a vote, in other words, to bring
together residents, non-residents, and the separate colleges.
The colleges can succeed; they can become
the centers of campus life without forgetting the
non-resident and without becoming estranged
from eachpother. But they can succeed only if
given the chance.
Give them the chance.

1/ate

determine student opinion on desegregation, not
integration, and is not designed to effect an
immediate and sweeping change in the policies
of this university.
A vote " f o r " desegregation will help to make
Rice one of the f i r s t Southwest Conference
schools to lend support to the student body of
the University of Texas in its battle f o r complete desegregation of their facilities. As of
now, Negro students may attend classes at that
university, but dormitories and athletics are still
run on a segregated basis, Texas University's
Board of Regents has declined to change any of
its present policies on the question until other
Southwest Conference schools voice their opinions.
A vote f o r desegregation will also help to
show that the student body at this university
believes that no qualified student should be
barred from the top-notch education offered here
a t Rice simply because his Creator endowed him
with "black" skin. Here now are certainly many
persons of races other than the so-called "white"
one, yet the majority of Caucasian students do
not find their presence offensive—they recognize
them as fellow students, here on the same mission—one which includes study, fellowship, and
we hope cultural exchange.
Monday's decision remains yours and yours
alone to make, but we of The Thresher recommend a vote FOR desegregation of the University.

*?&€€ TftoKUrtteHt
Philanthropy took on a new dimension with
the announcement Saturday of Professor and
Mrs. L. B. Ryon's, generous gift to Rice.
It is unusual, to say the least, f o r a professor
to accumulate any sizeable sum of money in the*
first place. But it is virtually unheard of f o r him
to present a gift of this magnitude to his university.
Professor Ryon has given his life to teaching
at Rice; now he and his wife—without pomposity
or fanfare—have given their entire estate as
well.
Such devotion to the school will not go
unremembered. If, as Professor Ryon intimated,
the Civil Engineering Laboratory is to be their
"life's work," they have selected a fine and useful monument.
The real monument to the character of the
Ryons, however, is not the building itself, but
the unpretentious, humble spirit in which it was
given.

' *De&ey%e$<zUatt

Monday you will vote on a referendum to express yourself on the question of desegregation
of Rice University.
The Thresher emphasizes t h a t this vote is to

'BUT IS IT SPORTS?"
THRESHING-IT-OUT

Viebig Lauds Series
For Academic Freedom
To the Editor:
My highest compliments to
the Thresher for the new series
of articles by Rice faculty
members. This is only one sign
of the growing exercise of
academic freedom at Rice University, a freedom in which
every student and faculty member should have the opportunity
to speak out on any issue.
Dr. Galambos' article and the
recent Senate action evidence a
willingness to openly face the
integration issue, one of the
acute problems of our day that,
cannot long be avoided by any
community that professes to be
free.

FACULTY SOUND-OFF

Ties With Foreign Universities Needed
Dr. Nielsen, the fourth contributor
to the series, received his Ph.D. from
Yale University and has studied in
Europe. He has recently published a
book in Germany on American culture.
The J. Newton Rayzor Professor of
philosophy and Religious Thought, Dr.
Nielsen is also a non-resident of
Baker College.

By NIELS C. NIELSEN, JR.
J. Newton Rayzor Professor of
Philosophy and
Religious Thought
I share Mr. Jaschke's concern

for a more "invigorating intellectual atmosphere" at Rice and
wish to reply to his charge of
cultural moronity among students and young alumni by a
proposal.
I cannot deny that our well
polished image of self-admiration is an exaggerated one. It
is not unfair to say that most
of us are not enough concerned
about ideas or the rest of the
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world. The context in which the
student is forced to work is too
often more one of a collection
of facts or data than of vital
intellectual reflection. R e a l
curiosity about ideas as well as
the integration of knowledge a t
times seems to find more expression in extra-curricular than
in curricular offerings.
OF COURSE, OUR analysis
depends on what kind of a
school we think Rice is. Those
of us who envisage it as a university of growing international reputation are disappointed a t
what we must regard as parochialism.
I wish I could think that a
little more culture would solve
the 'problems which will do-,
minate our lifetime or that it
could even produce personal
integrity in the face of them.
We m u s t acknowledge realistically that the basic values of a
free society are being challenged as never before. I am grateful that the fanatical anti-Communism which dominates some
parts of Houston has not reached to our campus in a major
way.
YET, WE SHARE too much
the Utopian answers—practical
more than intellectual — which
arise mor from the rapid expansion of this area, than from

considered reflection: Progress
is automatic! We will succeed!
No one is threatened!
Universities in other parts of
the world have a different mood.
Not only is there the technological advance in which we share,
but rapid political and social
change as well. Students live in
revolutionary situations in many
if not most countries. Politics
and ideology are in crisis.
In my less optimistic moments
I wonder if we really could care
less about the changes which
will determine goals gf use for
new technology. We seem to
have taken only a token interest
in the peace corps; I have been
asked if it is "safe."
THERE IS AN a n n u a l
"charity drive" which I commend strongly and do not wish
to criticize. I cannot say emphatically enough that I think
it very important. Yet, the
name "charity drive" offends me
and I have never understood
why the money almost always
stays in Houston. Why not a
"justice drive" to show that we
have some conscience for the
rest of the world in spite of all
our luxury arid comfort?
One may ask whether our
total ethos does not show a
shocking lack of critical apprais(Continued on Page 7)

DR. JOSEPHSON has brought
to light another area that is
very much opefTto questions in
many universities today, that of
the role of athletes in the university; and it is a healthy sign
that the article provoked response.
The last article by Mr.
Jaschke speaks for a majority
of Rice students in questioning
a basic academic policy of the
university.
DICK VIEBIG, BAKER '62
*

*

*

Galambos Replies
To Bourgeois
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Professor Bourgeois for replying to
my "deceivingly mild" article
and to congratulate The Thresher for printing his letter. As I
pointed out in my article, such
discussion is stimulating, and
it gives the students an excellent opportunity to examine
their ideas, to choose between
varying ideologies, and to decide whether to use an emotional or a rational approach to
their problems and the problems of Rice.
Of the issues that Professor
Bourgeois raises, I would like
to deal with only one—that is,
the question of the Negro and
Rice. The question of the "carpet-bagger" and Rice seems
strangely out of place in a controversy as important as this;
the carpet-bagger is probably
only of concern to Professor
Bourgeois, who incidentally was
borrfTn France.
SEGREGATION, however, is
of national, even international
concern, and I raised the issue
because I felt that it should be
discussed in the university community. I have never seen—and
have certainly not received since
the question wasi introduced at
Rice — any factual evidence
which supports the hypothesis
that the Negro might in any
way damage the Rice University, its students or its faculty
by association as an equal in the
process of education.
Since I have no evidence of
(Continued on Page 3)
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THRESHING(Continued from Page 2)
this sort, I can not help but conclude that properly qualified
Negro students do at present.
This has been the experience
of other universities with which
I am familiar, and I believe that
it would be the experience at
Ricts.
I recognize, of course, that
the heart has reasons of its
own, and that these reasons suffice for many individuals. These
reasons should not be sufficient,
however, to determine admissions policy for a great university.
ANY UNIVERSITY which,
like Rice, has strong traditions
of impartial scientific research
should demand evidence to support a policy—even a traditional one—which involves an
hypothesis which is apparently buttressed only by the emotions of an earlier day and a
fast-disappearing regional culture. If the evidence does not
support the hypothesis, the hypothesis must be rejected.
It is my belief that the concept of racial segregation in
education is just this sort of
outdated idea, and that it should
play no role in the life of a
university of the caliber of Rice.
LOUIS GALAMBOS
History Department
o

Segregation Not
Fundamental Issue
To the Editor:
Mr. Galambos, like an increasing number of writers for
The Thresher, has been moved
to set down for the student
body's benefit one of the "fundamental" issues of the day.
And while he answers in his
article the question he had
posed, I would like to submit
another answer.
He asked why there is no student interest in the fundamental
issue of Rice segregation. For
at least one of the students the
answer is that the question is
not fundamental. And why
should it be?
I have no Negro friends or
relatives that want to get into
Rice, why should I care? Because some "inalienable" law is
being violated ? Mr. Galambos
exhorts us to question the old
value system, the system responsible for no Negros being
at Rice.
Admittedly the old system is
on shaky ground, but is the
"new" system of "justice and
equality" on any firmer ground ?
I don't see that it is.
MR. GALAMBOS' glib little
question, "How can a good humanist fail to care about humanity?", shows the same narrow outlook. It appears to me
that he has confused a humanist
with a humanitarian. Or else
he believes that interest sufficient for the study of a sub-
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ject necessarily implies ap- desegregation on Rice Campus.
proval of the subject.
Tne questions that the Professor
EDWARD MEYER, '62 Would put forth to the students
o
are pitifully indicative of his own
personal prejudice.
IT MIGHT BE TRUE that
Rice is an "intellectual beehive"
but members of this "beehive"
are individual thinkers. It is only
To the Editor:
the individual thinking minds
I have been associated in one that have offered mankind what
way or the other with Rice for we generally call "philosophies
twenty-five years, admittedly a and values of human life."
little short of Dr. Bourgeois'
The issue under question should
thirty-four years.
not be considered merely politiOn the other hand, some mem- cal, social or academic but should
ber of my family has been asso- necessarily be taken as a challciated with this University since e n g e to "young thinking minds"
ita inception. My grandfather towards their understanding of
came to Houston in 1870 and my human values and their responfamily has existed in the South sibilities as citizens of the World.
since 1760 and in this country
Life goes forward and not
since 1627. I believe I can fairly backward.
call myself a native.
"No man can reveal to you
JUST TO straighten out the
aught but that which already
record, I for one should like to
lies half asleep in the dawicommend the Senate for its resoning of your knowledge.
lution on racial desegragation and
The teacher who walks in the
welcome Drs. Galambos and Joshadow of the temple, among
sephson warmly to our midst.
his followers, gives not his
Drs. Galambos and Josephson
wisdom but rather of his
seem to me to have the mission
faith and his lovingness.
of presenting us something of
If he is indeed wise he does
value, not that of stealing somenot bid you enter the house
thing from us or degrading us.
of his wisdom, but rather
I F THEY suggest a fresh point
leads you to the threshold of
of view, a notion that principle
your own mind. . . .
is something more than—intelFor the vision of one man
lectual batinage to be indulged
lends not its wings to anoin by scholars and the elite but
ther man."
never practiced—as Dr. BourI F THERE IS any truth in the
geois seems to imply; if they sugabove quotation, I should appeal
gest that ideas and controversy
to Professor Bourgeois to perare the proper province of educieve the depth behind it and
cational institutions; if they sugsearch himself before attempting
gest that moral integrity and
to influence young minds.
intellectual honesty cannot be
S. K. KRISHNASWAMI
achieved in a society that denies
Biology Department
in practice the tenets of ethical

taste of going back where they
came from.
(the others turn toward him in
amazement, and . . . )
Ending:

Prescott Supports
Professors' Views

Christianity and western philosophy on which that society is supposedly based; if they decry a
paternalism that has the timerity
to suggest that a university
news-paper should not print controversial articles; if they indicate that college students are
something more than young baboons to be taught a limited
number of tricks and at the same
time disciplined not to rattle the
bars of their cages; if they suggest all these things, I then say,
welcome, gentlemen.
—ARMSTRONG DE ROUHLAC
PRESCOTT

Krishnaswami
Favors Action
To the Editor:
I heartily commend your excellent editorial and the appeal
by the President of the Rice
Students' Association, stimulating the "young thinking minds"
of Rice to put their thoughts into
action.
At the same time I am deeply
concerned that a teacher of 34
should cling to the prejudics of
the past. I refer, of course, to
the letter from Prof. Andre
Bourgeois regarding the issue of

Each member of the audience
supplies his own. There is a
referendum to determine what
ending most people want.
A.C.L. BARNARD
Physics Department

Josephson Gives
Reply To Meador
To the Editor:

Mr. Meador appears to have
two points to make in his letter
I have one comment on the
replying to my article on big- remainder of Mr. Meador's text.
time athletics at Rice. The first
(Continued on Page 4)
is that he doubts my professional
competence and does not like me.
This is an unfortunate state of
affairs, but I am sure we can
agree that it has nothing whatever to do with the issue under
discussion.

CLARENCE
LEDBETTER

2434 TIMES BLVD.

The second is that he feels
there is really no issue to discuss.
Mr. Meador takes the position
that the decision of the Board of
Trustees that there be an extensive program of subsidized
athletics at Rice is not open to

HAPPY

HOLIDAYS!

MEMBER F D I C
To the Editor:
Title: A slightly anachronistic
parable
Time:
The very early years of this
century. Some of the influences
of the present day are present,
for they feel happier in this
than in their own time.
Scene:
A swamp a mile or so beyond
the end of Main Street, Houston. 'The sound of alligators is
heard in the background. Several men, oblivious of the mud
above their ankles, listen to
EDGAR ODELL LOVETT:
Gentlemen, let me share wtih
you my vision: on this waste
land we will build a great university, a hornets' nest of intellectual activity, h o n o r e d
throughout Nation and World.
We will transform this swamp
into . . .
(he is interrupted by Andre Bourgeois)
BOURGEOIS:
I feel that people who do not
like the way things are in this
swamp should have the good
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debate because it is a decision
of the Board of Trustees.
NOW I HAVE NEVER had
the privilege of meeting the
members of the Board, but their
brilliant management of the
affairs of this University is a
matter of public record. Clearly
they are exceptional men. I am
sure they realize that open discussion if issues which concern
the Rice community implies no
disrespect but is meant to be
constructive. Provided such discussion is carried out impersonally, unemotionally and on a reasonably high level, it reflects only a community interest in the
f u t u r e growth of this University.
Since our futures, to some extent, are bound up with Rice's,
I believe such concern is proper.

JA 3-7301, JA 4-3992
ORCHESTRA
BALCONY
$2.25
2.00
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Wednesday
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. 1.25
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THRESHING(Contnued from Page 3)
In my article, I suggested that a
large-scale program which does
not directly benefit the student
or appreciably advance the stated
goals of the University is difficult to justify. I did not say that
such a program detracted from
the greatness of this University;
the question is whether or not
the contribution is in proportion
to the price. I do not think it is.
IF I MAY BE permitted one

I

v

y

small objection, it is to Mr. Meador's use of quotation marks
around my title. Although he is
to be commended on the pride he
takes in his university, may I
remind him that my title of
Assistant Professor derives from
a decision of the same Board of
Trustees in which he reposes such
confidence.
Turning now to Professor
Bourgeois' letter, it would appear
that he also does not like me.

(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
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It is interesting to speculate as
to whether or not he would have
agreed with my position if I had
not got my tickets to* the Blue
bonnet Bowl early. Despite the
irrelevancy of such considers
tions, let me say that I enjoy
watching football games. I would
enjoy it just as much if the
players were recruited from
among the regular students at
Rice.
Two other observations: "Yan
kee, go home" is not much of an
argument and, with the possible
exception of the indigenous In
dian population, we are all carpet-baggers here.
BEN JOSEPHSON
Physics Department
o

America is a great country. America's cities are full of houses.
America's forests are full of trees. America's rivers are full of
water. But it is not houses and trees and water that make
America great; it is curiosity—the constant quest to find
answers—the endless, restless "Why?" "Why?" "Why?".
Therefore, when I was told that Marlboro was a top seller
at colleges from USC to Yale, I was not content merely to
accept this gratifying fact, I had to find out why.
1 hied myself to campuses in every sector of this mighty land.
First, I went to the Ivy League—dressed, of course, in an
appropriate costume: a skull-and-bones in one hand, a triangle
in the other, a mask-and-wig on my head, a hasty pudding in
my chops. "Sir," I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the lapels,
which is no mean task considering the narrowness of Ivy League
lapels, but, I, fortunately, happen to have little tiny hands; in
fact, I spent the last war working in a small arms plant where, I
am proud to say, 1 was awarded a Navy "E" for excellence and
won many friends—"Sir," I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the
lapels, "how come Marlboro is your favorite filter cigarette?"

m
"I'm glad you asked that question, Shorty," he replied.
"Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because it is the filter
cigarette with the unfiltered taste."
"Oh, thank you, sir!" I cried and ran posthaste to several
campuses in the Big Ten, wearing, of course, the appropriate
costume: a plaid Mackinaw, birling boots, a Kodiak bear find
frost-bitten ears.
Spying an apjile-cheeked young coed, I tugged my forelock
and said, "Excuse me, miss, but how come Marlboro i3 your
favorite filter cigarette?"
"I'm glad you asked that question, Shorty," she replied.
"Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because the flavor is
flavorful, the flip-top box flips and the soft-pack is soft."
"Oh, thank you, apple-cheeked young coed," I cried and
bobbed a curtsey and sped as fast as my 'ittle.fat legs would
carry me to several campuses in the Southwest, wearing, of
course, the appropriate costume: chaps, canteen, and several oil
leases. Spying a group of undergraduates singing "Strawberry
Roan," I removed my hat and said, "Excuse me, friends, but
why is Marlboro your favorite filter cigarette?"
"We are glad you asked that question, Shorty," they replied.
"Marlboro is our favorite filter cigarette because we, native sons
and daughters of the wide open spaces, want a cigarette that is
frank and forthright and honest. We want, in short, Marlboro."
"Oh, thank you, all," I cried and, donning a muu muu, I set
sail for Hawaii, because in Hawaii, as in every state where Old
Glory flies, Marlboro is the leading seller in flip-top box. On
^sampus, off campus, in all fifty states, wherever people smoke for
pleasure in this great land of ours, you will find Marlboro.

To the Editor:
,The Board of Governors is God
and Ed Meador is his prophet.
Thou shalt not question the
sacred rulings of the Board, for
its laws are engraved on golden
tablets which have been since the
world began, and thou ai*t but a
poor stupid clod of a student.
The Board consists of fifteen
men, but they are no ordinary
mortal men. Each one of them is
listed in the telephone directory,
but anyone less than a university
president attempting to speak to
one of them would be immediately consumed in fire and brimstone.
THOU SHALT not think for
thyself of any controversial question, for the Board and the Administration, for wiser than thou,
have the answers already thought
out for you.
"Whether this is good or bad
is not for me to decide, it's the
way that it is," said Pilate as he
washed his hands.
"Whether this is good or bad
is not for me to decide, it's the
way that it is," said Eichma^n
as he signed another order.
But there is another god in
Houston, whose territory is
sharply delineated from that of
the god Rice. He is a white god,
a pale *sickly^ grayish-white and
possessed of a billowing paunch.
He is clothed in an endless winding scroll listing the things and
people he is opposed to.
In one Hand he waves a huge
American flag and in the other
he carries a slave's shackles, but
the flag has become entangled
in the shackles and has been torn
through. He is made of concrete,
but his cranial cavity is made of
vacuum and •his feet are made of
clay. And upon his buttocks is
engraved his name, and his name
is Status Quo.
HIS COMMANDMENTS are
sharp and they are many but his
first and great commandment is,
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And you will also find another winner from the makers of
Marlboro—-the king-size,
unfiltered
Philip Morris
Commander, made by a new process to bring you new
mildness. Have a Commander, Welcome aboard,

"Change is Sin." And likewise ted in carrying the senior float
he who even suggests change, in in the float parade. They all felt
The Thresher or elsewhere, sins it would be a disgrace (which it
And now Status Quo has at would), and we ended up having
least one partial disciple in the to hire underclassmen to carry
exclusive domain of the god Rice, it. The float was built, at the
a disciple who has in fact been expenditure of many man-hours
of disorganized effort, only beteaching here for 34 years.
cause the class president felt
Let me state that as a lifelong that it simply had to be done.
Southerner who is already "back
My only complaint with the rewhere he belongs," I will be perfectly happy to do anything with solution to abolish them is that
colored students that I do with too much effort has been spent
trying to conjure up proponents
any other students. . . .
I suggest that the .first three of class government in order to
paragraphs of Dr. Josephson's make it a fair (or controversial)
article be read and re-read by issue,
everyone at Rice. Anyone who
HARDEE KILGORE
accepts these as the purpose of
Baker '61
Rice's existence cannot possibly
condone the existence of a ma
jor segment of the University
devoted to a totally different purpose, namely the creation of a
public image of Rice as an insti
tution mainly devoted to hiring a
To the Editor:
major football team.
The Faculty Sound-off columns
Even less can he condone the
have
been interesting and proexistence of a privileged class of
student, whose classes are mostly vocative, and generally true—
segregated from those of the real sometimes horrifyingly true.
students so that he will not have
The situation Mr. Jaschke desto compete with them; who is cribes is directly related to one
actually given overt preferential of Rice's major problems: its
treatment in those few classes, high student drop-out rate. The
such as Biology 100, in which he student has to answer the quesdoes mix with them; and about tion, "How can I consientiously
whom no rational being could meet the demands of my proargue as supporting Dr. Joseph- fessors and still take part in the
son's definition of Rice's purpose. intellectual and social life of the
As for the public image, ask campus?"
the average alumnus—or even
IF THE DEMANDS are exmo^e so the person who has necessive
(and sometimes ridicuver attended Rice—what comes
lous),
the
student may not have
to mind when he thinks of Rice.
the
chance
to become intellectualIs he interested in the latest
ly
and
culturally
mature—or even
scientific research going on ?
aware—while
he
is here. The conDoes he inquire about what is
scientious
student
maj£ undergo
being taught in philosophy and
constant
tension;
and
he will not
architecture? Does he know what
have
the
reward
of
a
university
the English Department has pub
atmosphere.
(It
is
characteristic
lished recently? No, what of
course comes to mind is a series of worker bees in this "intellecof football scores, and he neither tual beehive" that they have neiknows nor cares about the rest. ther time nor encouragement to
Does he have an accurate con- think.)
ception of what Rice is? More
Although there are, certainly,
important, do we care whether many other reasons for our high
or not he has?
rate of student withdrawal, I
LAST WEEK'S Thresher also think that this is a major reason
had much to-do about class gov- why we have lost students of
ernmnts My comment is, if you'll capability and intelligence; they
pardon the expresion, barf!
have asked this question, and
As senior year secretary- their answer has been to Withtreasurer of the Class of '61, I draw
can state that class governments
NANCY AINSWORTH, '64
are without exception the most
o
artificial and useless organizations on the campus. Quite often
they are manifested only through
the class officers and a few of
1
their friends. Their activities, for
the first three years at least, consist of avid raising of money for To the Editor,
amorphous purposes. They exist
I think that Dr. Bourgeois deonly because they always have
serves to be congratulated for
existed.
As an example of the wide- expressing forthrightly his opinspread lack of interest in their ions. But how I pity him for
activities, I might mention that holding these opinions.
of about 35 members of my class
Anger there should not be,
I contacted, not one was interes- sympathy there must. It it not
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Russ Elliott
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Dine on Patio or Inside
t STEAKS . SHRIMP . PIZZA
FULL MENU
Music by
ROBERTO ZENTENO
8:30 p.m.-l a.m.
After Hours Entertainment 1*3 a.m.

pathetic that a University professor should stoop to an argument "ad hominem" instead of
discussing the idea itself?' Or
that in this "intellectual beehive"
it should be suggested that only
people who admire the existing
order of things are welcome I
I HAD ALWAYS thought
that the true humanist and the
true scientist were not afraid of
new ideas, indeed they created
them. . . .
But over and above our shame
on reading such a letter, let us
remember the wise words of Buddha, "Never has hate been stopped by hate, hate can only cease
through love."
—JEAN-CLAUDE
DE BREMAECKER
Geology Department
(Continued on Page 8)
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ALMOST HALF ARE ENGINEERS
ss>

Rice's Foreign Students Like
School's Academic Atmosphere

J oi|oh5 Clirij+maj

By ANITA JONES

gether.
each other as with the newlyThe foreign students a t Ricefound American friends. All those
Rice University's graduate stuare not a group, as a t the Uni-interviewed plan to return to
dents from foreign countries
versity of Texas, and usually do their homelands a f t e r receiving
agree on two general points
not spend as much time withtheir degrees.
about Rice: the willingness of
people in general to want to be
helpful and the school's very
"academic atmosphere."
Although Rice has no student
exchange program, the student
body now includes fifty-two foreign students, four of which are
undergraduates and three, women.
COMING FROM countries all
over the world, most of them
have scholarships or fellowships
of some type.
Almost half (22 out of 52) of
the foreign students are engi
neering majors. There are five
physics majors and less than
that in all other fields.
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Nevertheless, two-thirds of the
graduate
economics
students
working on doctorates are foreign students—since two of the
three are from the Netherlands.
Most of these students had
not been to the United States
before coming to Rice.
COMPARING RICE to universities in the Netherlands, Rieks
Kerkena, who is working toward
his Ph. D. in economics, said
that course selection in Dutch
universities was much freer and
unrestricted by university policy. High schools in Holland are
very difficult and students who
graduate can, if they apply, be
admitted free to college. They
can choose their own courses and
work as they wish without worrying constantly about*-exams.

N A T t u K M .

m

Dutch universities are not contained in one area, but could be
scattered all over a city. Student organizations are not actually affiliated with the school.
Rieks added that the students as
a group do not take an active
part in politics or sit discussing
topics over coffee. Another difference he noticed in America was
that the newspapers do not carry
enough national and international
news and often editorialize in
news stories.
ANOTHER VIEW of the students at Rice comes from Henri
Shankar, who had been a teacher
in India, and is working on his
doctorate in mathematics. "The
students do not take an equal
return from the money spent on
their education, and they do not
use the facilities to the fullest
advantage."
Compared to students in India,
Rice students are very "timeminded and worry about wasting
time," he added.
Henri agreed that students and
professors usually will take the
time to be helpful and kind but
he was a bit shaken by the first
few " Americans he observed in
this country. After arriving in
New York City from India, he
was waiting in line to buy a bus
ticket to Houston, when a man
came running up and stabbed
the woman in line right in front
of him.
SUN YONG KIM f r o m Korea,
who is living in Wiess College,
said that in Korean universities
there are few dormitories. He
said he enjoyed living in a dorm
on campus because of the chance
to meet more of the men on campus, to be in contact with them
and to spend time studying to-
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Times Square becomes National College Queen Square

College Queens make
great discovery in New York!
Of course, they loved the city—the fun and the excitement.
But they also learned about diamond rings—discovered there
is a way to be sure of the diamond you buy. They saw how
Artcarved guarantees every diamond in writing for color,
cut, clarity and carat weight. They were impressed by the
proof of value offered by Artcarved's nationally-advertised
Permanent Value Plan, backed by the quality reputation of
this 110 year old firm. And, they were most delighted with
Artcarved's magnificent assortment of award-winning styles.
Visit your local Artcarved jeweler and see all the wonderful Artcarved styles, including those selected as the "10 best"
by the College Queens. He'll tell you why Artcarved is the
diamond you'll be sure of'and proud of all the rest of your life.
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NEW, HOURS

'La Dolce FieM Trip': Riee
Boards State Changes In RMC2oologists Eijoy Galveston

1

F.M. music for the lobby and
newly-scheduled hours for Sammy's and the campus store have
been planned to attract more students to make better use of the
Memorial Center.
The Campus Store Board of
Control — Dr. Kenneth Pitzer,
Dr. J. R. Sims, Mr. Verae Simons, Barry Moore, Stephen Paine
(voting members), Mr. William
Mackey, Mr. John Kennedy, manager of the R.M.C. (advisory
capacity)—met this week and
approved several changes and
plans they hope will increase useage of the R.M.C.
SAMMY'S WILL be open until
11:00 p.m. at night instead of
10:30 p.m. in order to serve late
coffee drinkers coming from the
library and others who want to
take an early break before the
long evening ahead.
On Saturdays, the Campus
Store will open at 8:00 a.m. and
not close until 12:30 p.m. to help
those who have classes until 12
noon.

installing an F.M. tuner so that
By GARY HANOVICH
continuous music would play in
the lobby and lounge area on the
Waves, wind, and invertebrate
first floor and in the Grand Hall. wildlife were the basic elements
PROFITS FROM the store The juke box would remain in of a successful field trip this past
weekend for the students of Proless the losses from Sammy's Sammy's, by popular demand.
fessor Earl T. Segal's Invertewhich amounted to $22,972.91, at
Since bids are now being taken
brate Zoology class.
the end of the fiscal year (June
on the equipment and installaUnfortunately, weather condi30, 1961), were transferred to the
R.M.C. Operating Fund to pay for tions, is hoped these improve- tions were not the best for a
building and facilities mainten- ments will be ready by the end of field trip of this nature, but Rice's
dauntless students of the sciences
ance, permanent improvements in second semester.
forged ahead anyway.
Student Center offices, and Student Center Board funds.
THE PURPOSE OF this inThe Rice Student Center
The Student Center Board reaugural
expedition, according to
Board has announced an allcently met and is planning to
Dr. Segal, was to give the stuschool
Christmas
party
to
be
formulate a complete film scehdheld Saturday, December 16, dents an appreciation of the
ule for every other Sunday evefrom 8:30-12:30 p.m. in the animals studied in the laboratory
ning during second semester. On
Grand Hall of Rice Memorial as they live in nature, struggling,
alternate film Sundays, the Grand
for their existence.
Center.
Hall will be open for dancing.
The budding biologists (and
The
Stephen
F.
Austin
ColThe Student Center Board also
those
hardy souls taking the
legiates, a sixteen-piece band
approved plans for purchase of
course
for a group "C" credit)
with vocalist, have been enan electronically operated movie
started off by struggling, themgaged by the board at a cost
screen to be installed in the ceilselves, in order to leave Houston
of $350. Egg nog — reporteding of the Grand Hall.
by 8:15 a.m. Upon assembling
ly, with nog in it — will be
at the foot of Galveston's east
THE SPEAKER system is beserved. Dress is coat and tie,
jetties, the group split up to
ing evaluated in hopes of im- and heels.
explore the three different enproving the audio quality and
These changes are on a trial
basis until such time as it proves
unprofitable. The new schedules
havfe already gone into effect.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: STEVE BANKS
Because of Steve Banks, who just two years ago was an
undergraduate engineering student, the Bell Telephone
System is closer to wiping out the noise (or "static") that
sometimes interferes with telephone conversations.
On one of his first assignments. Steve examined the
noise levels that had "leaked"' into telephone circuits in

Colorado. His findings shed new light on the source of
noise, and on the important methods of measuring it.
Steve Banks of Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph
Company, and the other young engineers like him in Bell
Telephone Companies throughout the country, help make
your communications service the finest in the world.
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vironments present: rocks, surf,
and brackish backwater.
The persevering students had
been told in advance to expect to
get their feet wet, but some of
them admit that they didn't
expect enough. For one of the
groups, the first order of business
was a trek across a "shallow"
pool of back water that reached
an "ankle" depth of three feet.
AS THE EMBRYONIC s c ientists explored another environment — that of the rocky jetties
they encountered a number of
vertebrate zoologists also exploring the environment around the
jetties. The members of the
group were at a loss in explaining the unusual behavior of the
scientists. When members of the
class climbed down on the rocks
or threw things into the water,
these unknown men of science
just yelled and pointed at the long
poles and string with which they
seemed to be collecting vertebrate
life.
After sleeping off the effects
—of getting up so early, of
course—most students who made
the trip seemed to feel that it
was a success. One student when
asked to comment, however, refused to say anything. This was
obviously because of the case of
laryngitis that she had d e v e l o p ^
Monday.
IN MOST OTHER cases the
students as well as Dr. Segal
were well pleased with the expedition. Besides, there was a heavy
fog over the beach which lasted
all day.
Nature, herself, provided a fitting close to the excursioA.'Returning explorers discovered a
large dead porpoise that had been
washed up onto the beach, making
the expedition a kind of "La Dolce
Field Trip."
o

Smith
Travel To NSA
By BILL LIEBLICH
Two students are representing Rice University today and
tomorrow at the Council on
Human Relations in Austin, sponsored by the National Student
Association (N.S.A.) and by the
Student Association of the University of Texas.
Representing Rice are Reed
Martin, Student Association President, and Griffin Smith, Thresher Associate Editor.
THE COUNCIL consists of
student presidents, editors, and
other interested delegates from
member schools of the N.S.A. in
Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
Louisiana. Non-member schools,
including Rice, have also been
invited.
Theme for the Council is:
"Racial Discrimination in Higher
Education and the Students' Responsibility in Responding to it."
A speech on this subject tonight
will be followed by discussion and
debate. Tomorrow, panel discussions and workshops will discuss
what the student presidents and
editors can do concerning racial
discrimination.

ama

DELEGATE MARTIN s a i d
this week in an interview that
this N.S.A. council is of particular
interest to Rice because of the
Monday vote on the Senate Resolution concerning desegregation
and because of a possible interest
in Rice's joining the N.S.A.
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NIELSEN(Continued from Page 2)
al of first premises, the reexamination of which is essential to any genuinely humanistic
learning.
TO SPEAK frankly is not
necessarily to overstate the
case. Positivism, historicism,
and existentialism are only
philosopher's words for us.
Democracy, science and religion
too often receive omnibus treatment, even when they are not
catch words. Our major presuppositions about man are not
examined, much less evaluated
critically.
I do not mean to say that the
Reformation and Renaissance
image of human possibilities
were the same. Enlightment
man was different, not inspired
so much by classicism as the
new science. These options are
not enough alive to us because
we have not considered enough
the problems and responsibilities
which history presents.
MARCEL'S distinction between "problem" and "mystery"
is relevant: a "problem" can be
dealt with, solutions proposed—
resolved. A "mystery," according to Marcel, is a reality with
which we must live but which
we cannot control fully. We can
know its existence, feel its
power, but cannot master it
fully.
My suggestion is that we generally regard history as a problem which can be solved. Sooner or later the superficial
arrogance that life or'people
are problems is refuted by destiny.
The antithesis of the naive
faith t h a t . w e can control history in the large, is a kjgd of
intellectual agnosticism which
too often finds fruitful ground
on our campus and looks by default to technology for the
answers to human problems.
BY AGNOSTICISM, I do not
mean religious skepticism which
I would welcome as the beginning of inquiry, but an all too
pervasive distrust of intellect.
Truth does not matter; the
answer is practical! The religious counterpart to the lack
of any adequate context of history and ideas is fundamentalism, characterized by both defensiveness and literalism.
No matter how much some of
us would wish to deny the fact,
science and religion have not
met at Rice. The fault lies more
with the latter than the former.
Reflection is not necessary for
a dogmatism which knows all
the answers in advance. Rice
students are n6t characterized
so much by a lack of religion
as by a lack of critical reflection about it.
THE PROPOSAL by which I
wish to reply to Mr. Jaschke is
a double one: Could not part
mention our failure to be conof our complacency, not to
cerned about the revolutionary
changes in most of the rest of
the world, be avoided and overcome if Rice had reciprocal ties
with a major foreign university? It could exchange students and faculty on a much
larger scale than in the YearAbroad-Plan. No doubt this
would require funds.
Literally millions of dollars
of foundation money has poured
into the humanities programs of
this type and others. I t happens
a t Stanford, Vanderbilt and
Florida. Why not here? Rice
has no interdepartmental concern comparable with that a t
o t h e r reputable universities
from Harvard on down — in
both undergraduate and grad-
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Announcements

12-25-61
The Christmas story once again peals out upon a happy little
stereophonic, filter-tip world of parking tickets, bluebooks and
dexedrine.
The booming carols in glittering, teeming department stores
remind us dt the joyous message—that we can shelve our books
for bottles and speed over turnpikes to share a few precious days
with our families, old friends, and perhaps lavishing what remains of ourselves and our wallets on a special someone.
Strange that the humble birth of a baby in an obscure village
of the Near East a couple of thousand years ago should so disrupt the pattern of The Good Life that even the New York Stock
Exchange pauses for the day.
Odd that church bells in Brussels, Boston, Buenos Aires and
Biloxi ring out to commemorate the coming of a child who would
never know the intricacies of economic warfare and foreign
policy, much less the diplomacy of cocktail party etiquette.
Funny that angels and shepherds should share top billing
with Maverick, missiles, and sensational murders.
More unusual still are the moments amid tinsel and egg-nog
when we realize that this celebrated infant of a far-off time and
place was a living symbol of all the love and humanity that man
can ever hope to know.
—The above editorial appeared in The Thresher, December 18, 1959. Written
by Bill Delaney, then associate editor, it gives a message we feel can not
be improved upon.—Ed.

Experience At Scona VII
Informative, Worthwhile
By DOUG HARLAN
general, too."
Take 200 college students—all
CLARKE LIKED the serloaded with information and vital ious attitude of the delegates and
interest in national affairs — remarked that the convention inbring them together—add a dash volved a lot of work—in fact
of speakers—spice with discus- from 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. He
sion groups—and the result is felt SCONA was important beSCONA VII—the Student Con- cause of the wide group of people
ference on National Affairs held from all over the U. S. and forlast weekend at Texas A&M for eign countries who consistently
students from Southern colleges reflected the viewpoint of their
and universities.
area. Clarke said, "It was inBob Clarke, Hanszen College, teresting to see the foreign reand Malcolm Butler, Baker Col- action to our ideas."
lege, both from the class of '63,
"I found through discussion
were the official representatives that the general flow of ideas at
from Rice. Clarke and Butler were Rice is relatively f r e e as comin company with 200 other lead- pared to other campuses, but the
ers from 52 colleges and univer- academic pressure here exerts
sities from the South, Southwest, much more force than elsewhere
Canada, and Mexico.
and thus somewhat restricts poCLARKE AND Butler praised litical expression," stated Butler.
SCONA in the highest possible He also remarked that it was inmanner. Clarke reported, "Because teresting to note how politics
of the variety of interests rep- may be reduced to questions of
resented and the open-mindedness expediency.
of the delegates, high quality of
Both Rice delegates enjoyed the
the speakers and discussion group
leaders, it proved to be the most speakers (ranging from U. S.
informative and worthwhile ex*- F.L. lobbyist Showalter), the deperience I have ever had*'
Senator Hubert Humphrey to A.
Butler 1 remarked that the bates, and discussions. They were
".spirit of discussion was give- impressed by the overall awareand-take learning rather than ness of the delegates at SCONA,
narrow-minded debate. Political and were most please<i»nvlth the
views are worthless if not someresults of their, "roundtables" in
what malleable and subject to
evolution. The delegates sought which 20 to *30 delegates disto inform themselves rather than cussed national problems with the
attack the tenets of contrasting various dignataries at SCONA.
views." He added, with a smile,
"It was delightfully liberal in

The Department of Foreign
Languages presents the film version of the Comedie Francaise
production of Moliere's "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme" (The Wouldbe Gentleman) Friday, January
5, 1962, in the Fondren Library
Lecture Lounge. Two showings—
4:00 and 7:00 p.m. In French
with English subtitles. Technicolor. No admission charge.
* * *
This week the Agora will discuss the question of athletic
scholarships at Rice. The Agora
wishes to announce that its meetings are now held from 12:45 to
1:45 p.m. each Tuesday; it is
hoped that the change will make
it more convenient for people to
attend. The Agora still meets in
the psychology lab in the basement of Fondren Library, but it
is "obscure" only to those who
have no interest in the opinions
of their fellow students, and its
meetings are smoky only when
its members wish to make them

The Rice chapter of AIESECUS, the organization that sponsors economics students in jobs
abroad during the summer, will
meet Monday, December 18, at
8:45 p.m. in the conference room
of the Memorial Center (second
floor). All students who have had
or are taking an economics course
are eligible to join; applications
for foreign traineeships will be
taken Monday night.
#

UTroTiFT
Garage
JA 8-5323
•Paint & Body Shop
* Automatic Transmissions
•Air Conditioning
•Foreign Cars
* Wrecker Service
2431 DUNSTAN
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Gramercy Tours, Inc., which
has operated escorted European
tours for college students for the
past six years, is seeking campus
representatives at Rice. The re-

1706 Sunset JA 4-7648
Checks Cashed

*

*

*

The Thresher takes g r e a t
pleasure in announcing the recent
coup by its gracious editor which
resulted in her obtaining a very
significant diamond ring from
Mr. Jay Clark, Rice '61.

M i n i t Man
Car Wash
America's Finest
Car Washing
5001 S. MAIN
6900 HARRISBURG
$1 with Rice ID

Brooks System Sandwich Shops

Fine Food For Everyone
2520 Amherst
IN THE VILLAGE
2128 Portsmouth

9307 Stella Link
IN STELLA LINK CENTER
5422 Richmond Rd.
9047 So. Main

CHRISTMAS
SHOP
AT
THE

CAMPUS
STORE

Laundry Service

Sunset
Cleaners

The American Friends Service
Committee, which sponsors work
and study summer projects in
the
United States, Mexico,
Europe, Africa, and Asia, is seeking applications from interested >
persons twenty and over. For
more information write Amer- ican Friends Service Committee,
South Central Region, 705 North
Lamar Boulevard, Austin 3,
Texas. Students are urged to
apply early.

'ONE'S A MEAL'

Complete Cleaning
uate work.
WHY N O T S O M E great
issues courses like those which
"spark" interest in ideas at
other universities ? A wider
range of concerns for the major
problems of the Western tradition of history, philosophy and
literature needs to come together. A start has been made
in this direction in the new
humanities courses.
It does not seem to me unfair
to say that until it is carried
much further, we will not give
our students all that they are
entitled to have.

*

presentatives would receive 1%
per cent cash commission or 10
per cent travel commission for
their efforts in promotion and
merchandising.

Jewelry,
Novelties, and
Hallmark Cards

I

RICE S T U D E N T S
AND THEIR FAMILIES
M^ELLDQn /-l4rr

Are Cordially Invited to Dine
At Weldon's, Houston's Finest Cafeteria.
Two *Fast Moving Serving Lines
PIK NIK CHIK Fried Chicken Box Lunches
Over 100 Delicious Dishes
Plenty of Free Parking

UJE ID OilOpen Daily 11:00 am to 8:30 pm

MAIN
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NASA(Continued from Page 1)
president noted that Cal Tech
has more graduate students and
is doing more research. Cal Tech's
budget was $14.5 million for
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1960-61; Rice's corresponding out- project's estimated cost is a total
"Likewise, the degree to which
of $35 billion.
lay was $5.2 million.
Houston moves forward with the
"The success of the Apollo opportunities of the space age
DR. PITZER ALSO stressed
the challenge that the NASA pro- program will require the bold will depend upon the vigor, inject holds for Houston industries, and vigorous and intelligent telligence, and boldness of the
which could gain a sizeable por- efforts of many people, said the efforts and contributions which
tion of Apollo's contracts. The Rice president.
we all iftake.

ALMEDA-BINZ
0
Westinghouse Laundromat
coin-operated
DRYCLEANING STORE
h

/

//

To the Editor:
Recent rumors have suggested
that the Thresher editorial staff
is not unanimous in its support of
the desegregation referendum.
These rumors warrant a public
refutation.
ALL THE MEMBERS of the
editorial staff, including myself,
favor the resolution.
I have always supported it,
not merely because it is Thresher
policy, but because it expresses
a principle with| which I wholeheartedly agree.
Any rumor that the editorial
staff does not unanimously favor the referendum is wholly
f^lse
GRIFFIN SMITH
Associate Editor

i

You will save money and time!

50
>•-

LOOK... for only

Jaschke Answers
'Yes' To Bourgeois

Thresher View
Is Reaffirmed

Yes, we'll soon have a battery of the
new fabulous Westinghouse do-ityourself Drycleaning Machines.

B
I n

(Continued from Page 4)

To the Editor:
Being Southern, White, and
Superior, I learned at an early
age to be prejudiced against Negroes, French and all such unclean races. It took ten years and
considerable travel h a l f - w a y
around the world, but I consider
you Mr. Bourgeois, and any Negro in Houston my equals as
men. May I be one of the first
to proudly answer "yes" to all
of your questions.
H. RILET JASCHKE
German Department
P. S. Mr. Bourgeois's suggestion that the press suppress
opinions in disagreement with his
own would make it appear that
the section on equality of man
was not the only part of the
American Constitution he overlooked.

COMING
SOON!

l

THRESHING-

a load

DIRECTORIES
Anyone who has not picked up
his O W L S directory before
Christmas holidays begin will not
be guaranteed one., Directories
are still available at the cashier's
desk on the first floor of the
Campus Store.

these remarkable machines will dryclean 11 ladies' dresses or 10 ladies' skirts or 32 ladies'
blouses'or 6 men's slacks or 9 men's sweaters or 18 children's dresses or 9 children's coats
or 4 pair of unlined drapes, etc., etc., or any combination of the above. Our Westinghouse
Drycleaners will also beautifully dryclean such household items as sofa slipcovers, bedspreads
and shag rugs. And you'll really appreciate how perfectly it does all your wash-and-wear
clothes t o o . . . AND AT SUCH A TINY, TINY PRICE. WATCH FOR OUR

RYON LABS(Continued from Page 1)

GRAND OPENING!
DEC. 18,19
Gather up your clothes, head for our store,
«

and see for yourself. You'll be amazed at your
own professional resultsu

ALMEDA-BINZ
LAUNDROMAT
5705 ALMEDA ROAD
W
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luncheon, will include hydraulics,
fluid mechanics, stress analysis,
and computer space.
The new building will also free
space in Abercrombie Laboratories for the engineering department. Improvements are anticipated in all departments as a
result of the change.
DR. G R I F F I S
predicted
growth of the C. E. faculty to
twelve members and the M.E.
faculty to fifteen after the new
building is constructed. An increased undergraduate enrollment
in C.E. is also expected.
Following the announcement,
Professor Ryon was reluctant to
personally address the Cohen
Cohen House group, explaining,,
I wouldn't want to bore you."
HE DID SAY, however:
"My wife and I are deeply
grateful—we came here without
anything; what we have we made
here in Houston. It's all a product of Rice, and our association
with Rice."
And" why the gift at this
particular time?
"We wanted this to be our
life's work; we wanted to see it
while we were still here."

SECOND
Page Nine
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New Frosh Execs 2 Rice Girls
Want More Time
For Class System In Race For

Bowl Queen

The newly elected Freshman
Class officers have expressed
oposition to the Student Senate
Referendum abolishing the class
Two Rice honorees are among
system.
the six candidates for 1961 BlueTheir main objections to the bonnet Bowl Queen.
proposal were summed up in the
remarks of the Frosh president,
G a r r e t Boone of Dallas. Boone
readily acknowledged the present
weakness of the class system.
AT T H E SAME time, however
he did not see how turning the
duties of the class government
over to the Student Senate would
help the situation. On the cont r a r y , he felt that not only would
the Student Senate not be able
to do as efficient a job as the
class governments, but also that
the students would suffer by the
loss of personal contact which
now exists between the students
and their class governments.

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS—discussing the merits of class government a t Rice are, left
to right, James Payne, secretary-treasurer; Ann Pierce, vice-president; and Garrett Boone, President.

N e w Faculty, Unique Method
Key To Architects' Training
By DOUG HARLAN
Rice's Department of Architecture has undergone a facelifting since last spring, when it
was: placed on academic probation by the accreditation board
of the American Institute of
Architects.
Three new faculty members
a r e responsible for many of the
changes. William W. Caudill and
Bill Lacy have joined the faculty
from the highly regarded Houston architectural f i r m of Caudill,
Ridell, and Scott.
MR. CAUDILL, principal partner of the firm, has been appointed Department Chairman. He is
the William Ward Watkin Professor of Architecture.
Mr. Lacy, the firm's head
designer, is the new assistant
chairman.
.The other new addition to the
faculty is Professor Paul Grillo,
who came to Rice from Notre
Dame. Mr. Grillo, a dynamic personality in the architectural field,
is outhor of the recently-published book, "What Is Design?"
BESIDES THESE additions,
the department plays host each
month to visiting lecturers in all
aspects of architecture*
With its faculty now settled,
the department has established

SOUTH MAIN;
BARBERSHOP!
Special Monday Rates
for
Rice Students Onlyregular hair cuts $1.00
flat tops $1.25
6626 SOUTH MAIN
(Across from the Medical]
Towers)

a number of new programs this
year. The preceptorship program,
discussed in last week's Thresher,
enables senior and 5th-year students of architecture to study
and live with outstanding architects of the Southwest.
The Rice alumni architects
have been very active and helpful
in forming the alumni critic program, by which the student may
take his project to the office of
a Rice alum f o r 3 or 4 hours of
helpful criticism. Students reportedly have found the program
helpful.
"Architecture," a
new departmental magazine to be published six times this year, tells
of activities and concepts a t Rice.
It is sent to other schools, practicing architects, and friends of
the department.
There are hopes of eventually
setting up a construction workshop area, a model testing lab,
a larger architectural library and
lab, and private discussion areas.
Curriculum changes will primarily involve increased research
and strengthening of the graduate program.
NO D E F I N I T E answer could
be given to the question of regaining accreditation, except that
the department looks for it to
be soon.
The problems involved in teaching architecture are enormous.
Concepts are constantly changing, technology is forever advancing, no two opinions of "what
is beautiful" coincide. The faculty members are trying to meet
this challenge by capitalizing on
Rice's uniqueness—its size and
the caliber of its students. Such
plans as the preceptorship program couldn't be realized in a

large school.
RICE IS UNIQUE in its method of teaching architecture; it
uses an "integrated subject-matter program." This consists of
team teaching in which the various aspects of an architectudal
education—theory, philosophy, design, communication, structures,
and practice—are interwoven for
a more complete understanding.
An integral part of this concept is a good, broad education
in all subjects. This educational
concept is aimed at turning out
thinking young-architects; though
it uses group methods, it is aimed a t the individual student.
IN HIS OPENING speech given to the students and faculty of
the Department of Architecture,
Professor Caudill presented these
aims and his hopes for the department. He cited the worldwide responsibilities on the profession and the excitement of
meeting such a challenge in the

Acording to Chip Payne, Secretary-Treasurer of the Freshman class from Colorado City,
Texas, the most favorable way
for the student body to solve
the present problem is for them
to get out and back the class'
system.
W H I L E ADMITTING t h a t
such enthusiastic backing has
been somewhat lacking in the last
f e w years, each of the officers
seemed to feel t h a t the class system is f a r from dead in the minds
of many of the students. An example of enthusiasm for the
class system was pointed out by
Ann Pierce, the Freshman Class
vice - president from Houston,
when she spoke of the great interest which the Freshmen had
shown in their recent election.
On this basis they feel "that it
would be a great injustice to the
class of '65 if they were not
given a chance to put the class
system to work.

Judy Poinsett, senior English
major from Conroe, and Carolyn
Skebo, senior history major from
Houston, will join two representatives f r o m the University of
Houston and two from the University of St. Thomas in the competition.
THE QUEEN AND the other
candidates will be presented prior
to the Rice-Kansas Bluebonnet
tilt in Rice Stadium Saturday.
Friday night they will be featured in a parade starting downtown and ending with a bonfire
at the Shamrock Hilton. A cocktail party, banquet, and dance
will be held for the girls, Bluebonnet Bowl officials, and guests
Saturday night.
The queen was selected by
judges Wednesday at River Oaks
Country Club. Two honorees from
Kansas, not candidates for queen,
are also expected at the game.

present state of architecture.
He said: "I would like nothing
better than to see Rice University become a fountainhead for
fresh thinking and new architectural concepts that will make the
world better."

Casual Feminine Fashions
Featuring Junior Sizes
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UNIVERSITY BLVD.
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WE CLEAN ALL DAY SATURDAY

"What'll it be, Miss Porter...
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Facsimile of December 18 Ballot
CLASS REORGANIZATION
The following changes have been proposed by the
Senate:
1. No class officers will be elected during the first
three years a class is at Rice.
2. In December of each year, the Freshmen will elect
a Freshman representative to the Senate.
3. Each spring the Junior class will elect a president,
vice-president, and sec-treasurer to handle the details of their graduating year and to function as
permanent officers of their class.
4. The remaining functions previously handled by the
class organizations will be conducted by collaboration between the Student Association and the
Colleges.
CIRCLE ONE:

FOR

AGAINST

DESEGREGATION
In a university, no restrictions based solely on race
should be exercised in admission policy or in use of
facilities.
CIRCLE ONE:
FOR
AGAINST

THRESHER

ROTC Announces
8 New Officers
The Rice AROTC battalion has
undergone its first reorganization of the year. Positions are
assigned twice yearly in order
to give cadet officers experience
in different command positions.
Colonel L. B. Wilby, professor of Military Science announced
the following promotions and reassignments: Cadet Captain J. R.
Germann, Battalion Commander;
Cadet Captain P. R. Norman,
Battalion Executive Officer.
CADET C A P T A I N S. L.
Thomas, S-l; Cadet Captain R. E.
Johnston, S-2; Cadet 1st Lt. D.
O. Marshall, S-3; and Cadet 1st
Lt. F. W. Sharp, Jr., S-4.
Cadet 1st Lt. C. B. Donellan is
the new commander of Company
A and Cadet 1st Lt. R. R. Robson is the new commander of
Company B.

Desegregation Vote
P. U. s Topic Wednesday

IIIIIS
(ELLAS DOOR
FAMOUS IN TEXAS FOR BARBECUE
Two Locations:
6 7 3 2 Stella Link Road
3 5 9 8 Old Spanish Trail

By BILL LIEBLICH
The Rice Forensic Society's
Political Union argued the Senate's desegregation
resolution
Wednesday night in the Baker
Commons and the affirmative
side won an overwhelming victory in the vote on the resolution taken at the conclusion of
the debate.
®

Unions, rules of the British House
of Commons were followed and
participants w e r e invited to
change sides if desired during the
debate. During the course of the
evening, six persons moved to the
affirmative side and one person
to the negative.

The resolution read: "Resolved:
that this house advocate that in
a university, no restrictions based
solely on race should be exercised in admission policy or in
use of facilities."
AS IN PREVIOUS Political

When the House was divided
after the discussion, the affirmative count totaled 193, or 74%
of the total, and negatives accounted for 71 votes, or 26%

COPYRIGHT ( 5 ) 1 9 6 1 , T H E COCA-COLA C O M P A N Y . COCA-COLA A N O C O K E ARE REGISTERED T R A D E M A R K S
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An Open Letter to the Rice Stu- what they have already tried. But
this is a problem that tfce colleges
dent Body:
have just begun to move on. ProSome traditionalists have rec- posed budget increases promise
ommended strengthening t h e specifically larger social funcclass governments rather than tions and non-resident programs.
abolishing them. But what is
Traditionalists argue for class
there to strengthen? The class
organizations are not govern- unity, saying that only class
ments. They do not legislate, or functions cut across college lines,
make policy. With the exception affording an opportunity for mixof the freshman president Who
sits on the Senate, they do not ing that enables a student to
represent their class in any gov- know people in all areas. What
about a freshman getting to
ernmental capacity.
know outstanding juniors and
Classes are loosely organized
seniors through his college?
social
organizations.
Because
There is a real advantage that
their social funcitions are allthe class cannot offer.
school, they do nothing for their
particular class that any college
This argument for unity cutwould not do by holding an all- ting across college lines boils
school party, which is a point down to the premise that classes
included in the Senate proposal. give all-school parties where colleges give college parties that
The forces opposing class retend to isolationism. All this arorganization assert that only in gument shows is a lack of underclass functions do the non-resi- standing of the Senate proposal,
dents find a place for participa- for it specifically states that coltion. This argument has no basis leges will give all-school funcin fact. How many more non- tions.
residents took part in the Jungle
Many freshmen seem worried
Rumble all-school party than in about taking away the class
the Wiess all-school party? No structure before their enthusiasm
can breathe new life into it. We
one knows.
respect this feeling for we unThe only thing definite in this derstand that Freshmen have
argument is the characterization just come from schools where
of non-residents as non-partici- classes are the primary social
pants. But why should non-resi- and governmental units. This is
dents participate more actively in not true at Rice. The adherents
class than in college functions? of the Senate proposal are ofWhat is there unique about the fering the freshmen a total comclass government structure that mitment to a new dimension in
Would evoke such participation? student government, a system
The answer is that non-resident that sentimentalists wistfully say
participation is not peculiar to could be better, but a college
the classes. Hanszen's Minstrel system that, with their support,
cast included a large number of will be better.
non-residents.
REED MARTIN
The main point is that the
President
classes cannot do anything for
Rice Student Association
the off-campus students above

EUGENE KEILIN, a Wiess
sophomore, opened the argument
for the affirmative side by citing
three aspects of the resolution.
On the resolution's general merit,
he said that it presupposes the
fact that in a democracy all individuals are entitled to equality
of opportunity. The educational
By DOUG JOHNSON
opportunity, he stated, is a key
If campus life has seemed
to further opportunities. The depriving of opportunity because somewhat more sedate this year,
of skin color is contrary to the it could be due to the fact that
the Rally Club has not held its
nature of a democratic society.
annual festivities.
Furthermore, Keilin argued,
The club is on social probation
the general premise has application to Rice and desegregation as a result of a party which was
at Rice follows as a logical con- given in the fall of last year on
sequence. He also mentioned the a closed date—the same night as
request of students at the Uni- a Junicfr Class party. The final
versity of Texas for. support in touch was added at the Arty
their attempts to integrate ath- party that winter, which the
Rally Club sponsored. The party
letics and facilities.
had no faculty chaperones.
DAVID RUSSELL, a Will Rice
THE ADMINISTRATION, alsophomore, was the first speakready
somewhat at odds with the
er for the negative side. He asked
students to consider the effects club, put them on probation f o r
of integration at Rice and the 1V2 "years. The probation ends
fact that the news will be spread
all over the Southwest and the
nation.

Campus Quiet; So Is Rally Club

H&NOBO

CONCLUDING negative speaker, Larry McDuff of Will Rice,
stressed the fact that we have no
right to force changes on the
southern society or on students
who have a right not to want to
attend school with Negroes. We
should also, he said, let the University solve its own affairs, including desegregation. "George
Brown has a university," he concluded, "let's let him run things
—he has enough trouble."

BETWEEN CLASSES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!
w

_

_

W

Bottled under authority of
The Coca-Colt Company by

HOUSTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
O

W

June 1, 1962.
Among the many ex-members
of the Rally Club is Dean Higginbotham, the present enforcer
of the club's probation. Reflecting on his days in the club, Dean
Higginbotham said the club was
generally the same then as now,
although his days in the organization were somewhat hampered
by national prohibition.
The club's numerous functions
include organizing school spirit,
giving various parties, and ushering at football games. Its
maximum membership is set at
60; at present there are 45 members. N e w members will be
selected next semester.

Be perspicacious!

Not thlsi a student who
drowses over books no matter
how much sleep he gets.

Thiss perspicacious...
sharp I NoDoz keeps you
awake and alert—safely!

Reed Martin, President of the If you sometimes find studying soporific (and who doesn't?), the word
Student Association, was the fin- to remember is NoDoz.® NoDoz perks you up in minutes, with the
al speaker for the affirmative. same safe awakener found in coffee or tea. Yet NoDoz
He emphasized the fact that in is faster, handier, more reliable. Absolutely
a democracy the minority isn't non-habit-forming, NoDoz is sold
legislated against. Individuals are everywhere without prescription. So,
entitled to their emotions and to keep perspicacious during study and
prejudices, he concluded, but no exams—and while driving, too—
prejudice in any law is to be tol- always keep NoDoz in proximity.
The aafe stay awake tablet—available ovonrwNra. Another fine product of Brave Laboratories.
erated.
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70,000 is expected to wittffess the
third annual Bluebonnet Bowl.
The Rice Owls will have a slight
advantage over their opponents*
since they will be playing on
their home field f o r a partisan
Rice crowd. The Owls should also
be favored because of their overall power, speed and ability. Althe nation's finest punters with though the Owls played a few
a 40 yard average f o r his three disappointing games, they generally had a successful season.
year career.
THE FIRST string Kansas
SPORTS IN BRIEF
backfield is an excellent unit. At
The
Rice basketball team has
right half is the Big Eight scoring champ, Curtis McClinton. gotten off to a f a s t start by
The powerful 212 pounder has defeating three top Southeastern
speed enough to share the school's Conference teams . . . The Owls
60 yard indoor high hurdles rec- have four players in the top ten
ord. He is also a tremendous scorers in the Conference. . . In
blocker and an excellent pass re- a pre-season National Sports
ceiver. The left half position is magazine, Kendall Rhine was
shared by Roger McFarland and picked as one of the top 100
Tony Leiker. At fullback, Ken players in the country along with
Coleman finished the '61 season four other SWC stars. . . After
as the fourth leading rusher in three weeks of the 1961 basketball season, there isn't an undethe Big Eight.
On line play, the Jayhawkers feated team left in SWC; Texas
are outstanding at guard, good got beat by Tulane 77-75 and
at center, tackle and at the end Memphis beat the Aggies 62-60.
positions. Guard Elvin Basham . . . Coach Darrel Royal of Texas
is a two-time Big Eight all con- has been named the 1961 Coach
ference star. He is backed up of the Year. . . It is rumored the
by several other quick and prom- Rice coach, Bo Hagan, will be
ising sophs. Tackle Stan Kirsh- head coach at SMU. . . . Red
man is one of the Big Eight's Smith, syndicated sports columfinest linemen. Center Kent nist, said that the first Gotham
Staab was a second team all con- Bowl was comparable to Rose
ference choice and is considered Bowl except for Roses, Sunshine,
to be an excellent blocker and People, Money and Football. . .
fierce tackier. The top end on Billy Cox's alma mater, Galena
the Kansas squad is Benny Boyd- Park, meets Wichita Falls f o r the
ston.
4A High School football chamWeather permiting, a crowd of pionship.

Owls Slight Favorite
In Tomorrow's Game

By MILTON NlRKEN
On Saturday, December 16, the
1961 Bluebonnet Bowl will pit
the Kansas Jayhawkers against
the Rice Owls. This will be the
first meeting of these two teams.
Both teams had comparable records and both ended the season
in third place in their respective
conferences.
In his four years as Kansas
football boss, Coach Jack Mitchell has brought the Jayhawkers
their second post-season bowl
bid and a Big Eight championship. In the 1960 campaign, Kansas was undefeated but were ordered to forfeit their last two
wins, when the league officials
ruled that the former Pasadena
star, Bert Coan, was ineligible.
This year the Jayhawks had a
6-3-1 record. The three games
were lost by a total of five points!
Kansas lost to TCU 17-16, to
Colorado 20-19 and to Missouri
10-7.
BASICALLY, Mitchell teaches
close-to-vest football, emphasizing tough defense and a good
kicking game. Offensively, he
has shown wide imagination and
versatility. This year he unveiled
the Sliding-Slot, which blends
single-wing off-tackle power of
the old Sliding T.
Mitchell emphasizes speed and
spirit in choosing his personnel,
with size a secondary factor. Visiting pro -scouts have called his
practices "one of the best organized in the country."
The 1961 Kansas football team
has the following characteristics:
a comparatively light and f a s t
line? a versatile offense; a maneuverable defense; two-deep line
depth; and John Hadl, an AilAmerican quarterback.
John Hadl is one of the finest
all-around backs in Kansas' football history. He trailed Iowa
State's national leader, Dave
Hoppman, in Big Eight offense
with 959 yards. He is also one of
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'Bonnet BowT Activity
In Full Swing Toniqht
The whirlwind of Bluebonnet
Bowl activity gets into full swing
at Houston on Friday, leading up
to the 1 p.m. Saturday kickoff of
the Rice Owls vs. Kansas Jayhawkers game at Rice Stadium.
There'll be a hot time in the
old town of Houston on Friday
evening when the annual Bluebonnet feature of a pre-game pep
rally for boosters of both schools
and the general public may attend a big bonfire, yell session,
presentation of Bluebonnet Bowl
queen candidates, and short talks
by the coaches. This is due to
take place in front of the Shamrock Hilton Hotel beginning at
approximately 7:30 p.m. on Friday.
Preceding the pep rally at the
Shamrock Hilton, several bands
will add color to the occasion

with a parade through downtown
Houston beginning at 6:30 p.m.
EARLIER IN the day, the sizeable invasion force of the Kansas grid squad and official party, totaling approximately 120
people, is due to arrive at 1:30
p.m. at Houston's International
Airport by a TWA charter flight
from Kansas City, and will get
official greeting from Bluebonnet
Bowl hosts. The Jayhawkers
gridders will have a short workout at Rice Stadium soon a f t e r
their arrival.
A feature of the pre-game activities on Saturday will be the
crowning of the Bluebonnet Bowl
queen from among eight nominees, attractive coeds of Rice,
Kansas, and Houston's two other
institutions of higher learning—
the University of Houston and
St. Thomas University.

BREAK THE STUDY HABIT
WITH A SNACK AT

DUTCH KETTLE
HERMANN PROFESSIONAL BLDG.

BREAKFAST — LUNCH — DINNER
CHARCOAL BROILER
STEAKS — HAMBURGERS — HOME MADE P I E S

SHORT ORDERS TO GO JA 8-9121

Tareyton
delivers
the flavor...

BOAinuat

DVAL
FILTER
DOES IT!
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Christmas At Rice
Features Chorale
Sunday On KTRK
Last Tuesday the Rice Chorale
gathered into the Memorial Chapel for the taping of Rice's annual Christmas program, "Christmas at Rice."
This program will be presented
on KTRK-TV (Channel 13) Sunday, December 17, at 1:30 p.m.
This program will consist of
music provided by the Rice Chorale, under the direction of Harmon Ferguson, and by the Rice
orchestra, under the direction of
Arthur Hall.
Dr. Niels Nielsen, the moderator of the program, will read the
Christmas story, according to
Matthew and Luke, together with
a commentary on the Scripture
reading.
MR. FERGUSON, who directs
the Chorale, is a mortgage banker
with the Gulf Coast Investment
Corporation.
Mr. Ferguson was a tenor soloist with the Baylor Oratorio
Chorus, The Bards and Rhapsody
Chorale, the New Jersey Light
Opera Company, and f o r three
years he was a soloist f o r radio
in Waco.
He has conducted such major
works as
Handel's Messiah,
Brahm's Ein Deutsches Requiem,
and Mozart's Mass in D minor,
which require large choral groups
and orchestra.

•Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Lucius (Dead-eye) Claudius, crack marksman of the
XVI Cohort catapult team. "People come from Nero and
far for Tareyton," says Dead-eye. "Vero, Tareyton's one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gttstibus. TVy a pack and see
why the whole gang in the cohort is forum."
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New Computer
To Be Used For
Courses, Study
By BOB HAYES
The joint engineering departments at Rice have recently
purchased an IBJ|^>1620 computer. The new computer, housed
in the mechanical laboratories, is
to be used in connection with both
research and regular courses, and
for the purpose of teaching engineering students to program.
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as opposed to the binaiy or baseto system used in other computers. The new computer here
at Rice employs both console
typewriter and punch cards as
modes of input and output.

The IBM 1620 is a moderately
small computer, employing transistor in character with"very few
mechanical parts. With a magnetic core type memory unit, it is
capable of storing up' to 20,000
digits. These digits may be
grouped in numbers of 1 to
20,000, in which case each block
of digits is called a word.

According to Dr. Edward Holt,
who is in charge of the new
computer, the engineering departments plan to subsequently add
additional memory units in modules of 20,000 digit capacity. Dr.
Holt also plans to hold a basic
course in instruction on computers
T H E NUMBER SYSTEM of the second semester of this year
the 1(520 is decimal or base-ten for all interested students.

'OUTLIVED

THEIR USEFULNESS'

4 College Presidents Favor
Abolishing The Class System
By DOUG HARLAN
Jim Bob Doty, Wiess president;
Jim Hammond, President of
Hanszen; Will Rice President
Tom Giesen; and Jim Rhodes,
President of Baker, believe that
the classes have outlived their
usefulness. They say that the
classes perform no particular

Check your opinions against L M's Campus Opinion Poll 14

Will the U.N. grow stronger
in the next 10 years?

function and are useless organizations. They believe the Student Senate to be a superior
structure. The colleges can do
more to fill the cultural and social needs of Rice than the
classes, they believe.
JIM BOB DOTY says that the
colleges "have become increasingly aware of the dilemma of
off-campus students" and are
prepared to solve the problem of
lack of communication between
off-campus students and the
school. Doty believes the classes
are air impedence to this.
Jim Rhodes believes that students should "direct their energy
toward the colleges" where they
have more opportunities for leadership and fellowship.
TOM GIESEN believes that
the classes interfere with and
"hinder" the work of the colleges. Tom says that being in
favor of the colleges automatically puts him in opposition to the
classes.
Jim Hammond says that this
will result in a more unified

campus — accomplished through
inter-college cooperation. This, he
believes, is "the only realistic
plan" to achieve this goal. Both
Giesen and Hammond believe the
colleges should assume the duties now performed by the classes.
A voice of dissent arises from
Judy
Poinsett, president
of
Jones College. Judy says that
she is "not sure" of the wisdom
of abolishing the classes.
Judy believes that this is more
of a complex problem than it
appears to be, and she states
that "more study" of the issue
should be done before rushing
into a rash decision. Judy expresses a desire for students to
consider the problem carefully
before voting so that there will
be no chance of the issue being
forced upon them.
7 Barbers

2 Manicurists

SHEARON BARBERS
Next to Post Office in Village
"All Hair Cuts Same Price"
JA 9-6725 — JA 9-0948
2460 BOLSOVER
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GRAND EUROPEAN STUDENT TOUR

Yes

Including SCANDINAVIA and SPAIN
Formerly Conducted by Charles Wellborn

• No

70 DAYS •

17 COUNTRIES •

$1685

Departing June 6 via Queen Elizabeth. Cabin Class
ALL-INCLUSIVE . . . tout Includes transportation, hotels,
meals, tips, bagKage-hnndllng. sight-seeing . .
enables
members to devote full attention to enjoying trip.

0 Do you buy cigarettes
0 Which is most
in soft pack or box?
important to you
in picking a date...

Mrs. J a n e Dudgeon, wite ot
a Waco physician, will conduct the 1962 tour, her lourth
with Leeway European Student Tour. Special teatures
include House ot Parliament
visifc conducted »y Member
ot Parliament; Shakespeare
Memorial
Theater:
Tivoli
Gardens in Copenhagen: Outdoor Opera in Rome: Fondue
Party in Lucerne: Gondola
Ride in Venice; dinner and
show a t Lido in Paris; many
more.

Every point ot m a j o r historic
and scenic importance is included in this remarkable
tour. England, Scotland, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Germany. Switzerland.
Liechtenstein, Austria, Italy,
San Marino, Isle ot Capri.
France and Spain are visited
during this trip. Experience
and skill in planning make
it a superb travel value. A
detailed folder and itinerary
is available upon request
from:

ROBERT B. LEE PL
TRAVEL
SERVICE
2-9271
Waco, Texas

1708 Washington Ave.
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Expect more, get more, from IfM
There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more taste
through the filter. So expect more, get Lots More
from L&M. And remember—with L&M's modern
filter, only pure white
touches your lips.

CHARM
Headquarters
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HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
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Houston's Largest Collection of
Sterling Silver ft 14Kt Qpld Charms.
At Nolen's In the Village yon will
find Charms for all occasions
Birthdays
Graduation
Sweethearts
Anniversaries
School
Going Steady
Hobbies
Mother
Sports
Holidays
Special Charms and School Jewelry
can be made ap at Nolens—Jewelers
for Honston sine* 1918.
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II MNO%
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"IN THE VILLAGE"
2529 University Blvd.

